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object definition meaning merriam webster
May 13 2024

the meaning of object is something material that may be perceived by the senses how to use object in a sentence
synonym discussion of object

object english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 12 2024

object definition 1 a thing that you can see or touch but that is not usually a living animal plant or person 2 learn
more

object definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 11 2024

the end toward which effort or action is directed goal purpose profit is the object of business synonyms motive
intention intent aim target objective a person or thing with reference to the impression made on the mind or the
feeling or emotion elicited in an observer an object of curiosity and pity

object definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Feb 10 2024

an object is anything that has a fixed shape or form that you can touch or see and that is not alive he squinted his
eyes as though he were studying an object on the horizon an object in the shape of a coconut in the cosy consulting
room the children are surrounded by familiar objects
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object definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 09 2024

an object ob ject is something that is a visible entity something that can be perceived by the senses if you are
unsure whether something is an object test it by seeing whether it can cast a shadow if it can it s an object if it can
t it s not

object meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Dec 08 2023

noun uk ˈɒbdʒɪkt us object noun thing add to word list b1 a thing that you can see or touch but that is usually not
alive a bright shiny object fewer examples ufo stands for unidentified flying object bend your knees when lifting
heavy objects the missile explodes when it hits another object

object noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Nov 07 2023

definition of object noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more

object definition meaning yourdictionary
Oct 06 2023

object definition something perceptible by one or more of the senses especially by vision or touch a material thing
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object meaning of object in longman dictionary of
Sep 05 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics grammar computers ob ject1 ˈɒbdʒɪkt ˈɑːb s2 w2
noun 1 thing countable a solid thing that you can hold touch or see but that is not alive an everyday object such as
a spoon a small metal object scientists studying plants animals or inanimate objects things that are

object definition meaning britannica dictionary
Aug 04 2023

object meaning 1 a thing that you can see and touch and that is not alive 2 someone or something that makes you
feel a specified emotion of

object wordreference com dictionary of english
Jul 03 2023

a person or thing with reference to the impression made on the mind or the feeling or emotion elicited in an
observer an object of curiosity and pity anything that may be apprehended intellectually objects of thought optics
the thing of which a lens or mirror forms an image

object noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Jun 02 2023

object of desire study attention etc a person or thing that someone desires studies pays attention to etc see sex
object an aim or a purpose her sole object in life is to become a travel writer the object is to educate people about
road safety if you re late you ll defeat the whole object of the exercise thesaurus
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object explanation and examples grammar monster
May 01 2023

in grammar an object is a noun or pronoun affected by a verb or a preposition there are three types of object 1
direct object 2 indirect object and 3 an object of a preposition

object examples and definition englishsentences com
Mar 31 2023

an object is the word affected by the verb or preposition in a sentence objects are usually nouns or pronouns that
answer questions like who what where and when overall they add more details to a sentence which makes it more
interesting and informative

object synonyms 173 similar and opposite words merriam
Feb 27 2023

synonyms for object item thing piece entity substance article ornamental commodity antonyms of object nonentity
method means way approve accept agree sanction

object n meanings etymology and more oxford english
Jan 29 2023

what does the noun object mean there are 14 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun object four of which are
labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence object has developed meanings and
uses in subjects including philosophy middle english grammar mid 1700s computing 1970s see meaning use
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object definition in american english collins english
Dec 28 2022

an object is anything that has a fixed shape or form that you can touch or see and that is not alive he squinted his
eyes as though he were studying an object on the horizon an object in the shape of a coconut synonyms thing
article device body more synonyms of object 2 countable noun

what is the difference between an instance and an object
Nov 26 2022

there might be some fancy language that some people might take up a lot of spaces to write about but at the end of
the day as far as a coder developer programmer architect is concerned an instance of a class and an object mean
the same thing and can often be used interchangeably

objects in english grammar thoughtco
Oct 26 2022

in english grammar an object is a noun a noun phrase or a pronoun that is affected by the action of a verb objects
give our language detail and texture by allowing the creation of complex sentences prepositions also have objects
types of objects objects can function three ways within a sentence

object of a sentence grammar types examples lesson
Sep 24 2022

the object of a verb receives the action of the verb answering the question who or what this is called a direct object
for example sentence with no object sally kicked sentence with
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